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37. Undset, Sigrid. “Finland Fights for Life   ̶ Her Own and That of Europe: Lies and 	Terr,  Her Own and That of Europe: Lies and  
Terror are the Soviet and Nazi Weapons.” America 62 (March 2, 1940): 565-566. 

Sigrid  Undset  recounts  the  heroic  fight  waged  by the  Finnish  nation  against  the 

Russian army, a force exceedingly superior in numbers. She says Finland fights for 

her life as a nation, but her battle concerns the whole civilized world. It is a battle for 

the future of all Europe, and for the future of the Americas, too.

185. New York Times 19 (July 26, 1943): 2. 

Sigrid Undset participated in the Emergency Conference to Save the Jewish People of 

Europe. She denounced anti-Semitism, saying “It is the right of the Jewish nation to 

get the opportunity to defend itself in the future from a national stronghold, as an 

independent nation, in possession of all the organs of a national life of its own.”

186. New York Times 5 (November 1, 1943): 4.

Sigrid Undset participated in a rally where a petition was circulated among 3,300 

people present, calling upon the president to establish intergovernment agency to save 

the Jewish people of Europe. Undset expressed “the hope that those who could not be 

saved have not suffered in vain, that their blood may help to drown the poisen-snake 

of  race  discrimination  everywhere  in  the  world,  where  people  yearn  to  govern 

themselves in a way compatible with human dignity.”



187. New York Times 18 (December 23, 1943): 6.

Letter from Sigrid Undset to the editor of the  New York Times concerning a small 

article on December 20 about fifty-two children of Danish-Jewish parents, aged one 

to twelve years, who had been sent to Germany from a Copenhagen freight station.

207. Manuscript and Archives, Yales University Library. Box 1603A, Yale Station, New 

Havens, CT 06520.

The Palestine Statehood Committee's “Concerning the campaigns for a Jewish Army: 

to save the Jewish people of Europe and the establishment of a Hebrew Republic in 

Palestine”  papers  consist  of  correspondence,  memoranda,  and  reports  of  five 

committees  active  in  the  United  States  from 1939  to  1949.  The  correspondence 

includes  letters  from  religious  leaders,  politicians,  and  others  interested  in  the 

problem of Jews and Palestine, Sigrid Undset among them. 


